12 March 2018 – Angela Corben – Acrylic Landscape
Angela likes to paint outdoors, En Plein Air, and when painting outdoors does a charcoal
sketch to get the impression of the main shapes.

The picture she is doing today is from the west coast of Jersey near Corbiere Lighthouse.

Angela uses Atelier Interactive Acrylic paint and they make an ‘unlock’ fluid (available form
SAA) which enables the acrylic paint to be reworked after it had dried, it is sprayed on with
an atomiser spray.
The canvas had been primed with base colours to give an under-colour for the colours to go
on top.

She applied some Burnt Sienna with a small brush to work out where the main
shapes would be. Then Phthalo Blue was applied for the sky using a large flat
brush from the top downwards and used a tissue to lighten the colour whilst
descending the canvas.

Before it dried, she used a strong rag and water to take paint out to form
clouds; this will not work with acrylics on paper, only canvas. A touch of
Ultramarine was applied to darken the sky.

On the horizon some Burnt Sienna and White was applied with a dry brush to
make a light grey and give depth. She put in some more White to highlight the
larger clouds to make them more 3-dimensional.

Moving to the sea, she used Ultramarine and Burnt Umber and the distant land
was put in using a different mix of the same colours. She then took some of the
sea back out using a wet tissue.

She blocked in some Phthalo Green at the bottom left and Burnt Sienna was
then used for the middle-ground foliage, wiping out some of the green with a
tissue to create an edge.

Angela then went back to drawing with a small brush to get the levels correct
and some rocks were sketched with Ultramarine and Burnt Umber. Then the
rooves were put in with a small flat brush and the rocks in front of the houses.
The shape of the houses was shown by painting the negative space behind
them.

A tree was put in by painting a diagonal slice and then she used Yellow Ochre
for the lighter area of the tree. Putting in some rocks, she looked at the shape
to observe the light and dark areas. She used a fan brush to create some depth
with the reeds. The Green areas were emphasised using Phthalo Blue and a
Lemon Yellow/Yellow Ochre mix. The rocks have to be a consistent shade but
with warmer colours in the sun and cooler in the shade. Some of the lighter
areas were brought up and the dark areas darkened. The foreground clouds
were lightened some more and also the rocks that were towards the land.

The finished painting

Angela with her painting

Some of Angela’s recent painting in the snow.

This one was painted the week before last until her brushes froze.

